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A Little History

Before 2016
• BWCs were just taking root
• G.S. 132-1.4A did not exist
• Many recordings were “[r]ecords of 

criminal investigations” under G.S. 132-
1.4 and so were “not public records”

• But sometimes it was not clear whether a 
recording was such a record

• And agencies were permitted to release 
the recording in their discretion



A Little History In 2016
• G.S. 132-1.4A adopted

• Agency recordings not public records, 
disclosure/release governed by this statute

• Disclosure (= show video)
• Available only to someone in the video or 

their representative
• Agency head decides whether to allow, 

considering listed factors
• Person can appeal to superior court if 

denied or no response in three days
• Release (= give a copy)

• Only with judge’s approval
• Expedited process for people eligible for 

disclosure and for agencies
• Regular process for everyone else

• Release for law enforcement purposes



A Little History

• 2019, minor changes
• 2021, new provision re “immediate 

disclosure”
• Applies when video shows 

death or serious bodily injury
• Agency no longer able to 

disclose voluntarily
• Rapid timeline for court 

consideration of disclosure



Overview of Current Law
Applies to: 
• “A visual, audio, or visual and audio recording 

captured by a body-worn camera, a dashboard 
camera, or any other video or audio recording device 
operated by or on behalf of a law enforcement 
agency” except suspect, witness, and IA interviews.

Includes:
• BWCs
• Dash cams
• Pole cams
• Surveillance cams operated by LEA
• Jail calls



Overview of Current Law (continued)

Disclosure

“Immediate”
• Recordings of death or 

serious bodily injury
• Court approval 

required, quick timeline

Regular
• All other recordings
• Agency may disclose
• Requester may 

appeal denial

Release

“Expedited”
• Request from agency or person eligible to receive 

disclosure
• Seeking release to person eligible to receive 

disclosure
• Court approval required, quicker petition process

Regular
• All other requests
• Court approval required, slower “action” 

process

Note: Disclosure is 
only available to a 

person whose image 
or voice is in a 

recording or to the 
personal 

representative of 
such a person



Scenario 1
• Scenario: A jail inmate is attacked by another inmate and is seriously injured. The injured 

inmate and his attorney believe that the detention officers on duty may have been 
negligent in allowing the attack to occur. They want to review the surveillance camera 
footage to see why officers took so long to respond.

• Analysis: 
• The inmate and his attorney are seeking disclosure
• The recordings sought show serious bodily injury, so the “immediate disclosure” 

provisions apply
• Process starts with submission of notarized form to agency, AOC-CV-275
• Agency must petition court regarding disclosure within three business days, AOC-CV-

276
• Agency must notify interested parties and submit recording for in camera review
• SRSCJ or designee must rule within seven business days
• If disclosure is denied to protect an investigation, the ruling must be reconsidered 

within 20 days



Scenario 2
• Scenario: An SRO breaks up a fight between two girls 

at a middle school. No one is seriously hurt but the 
parents of one of the girls contend excessive force 
was used. They come to the agency head demanding 
to see the video. 

• Analysis:
• The parents are seeking disclosure
• Immediate disclosure not available; no death or 

serious bodily injury
• Must request disclosure from the agency in 

writing
• Agency head must consider statutory factors 

and may disclose
• If disclosure is denied, or no decision is made 

within three business days, the parents can 
appeal the denial, AOC-CV-272

• SCJ reviews agency’s decision for abuse of 
discretion and enters order, AOC-CV-273



Scenario 3

• Scenario: Officers are executing a residential search 
warrant when an officer sees an occupant reaching for 
what the officer thinks is a gun. The officer shoots and 
kills the occupant. The occupant’s family demands 
release of the officer’s BWC video.

• Analysis
• Because the family is eligible for disclosure, this is 

an “expedited release” situation
• The family or the agency may file a petition, AOC-

CV-270, and notify interested parties
• SCJ hears “as soon as practicable,” considers 

statutory factors, and enters an order, AOC-CV-
271



Scenario 4
• Scenario: A newspaper reporter is doing a story about 

allegations that a particular officer has been verbally 
abusing minority motorists during traffic stops. The 
reports wants copies of BWC and dash cam videos of 
the officer’s last 100 stops. 

• Analysis
• Reporter is seeking release, is not eligible for 

expedited consideration
• Must file an “action,” not a petition, and notify 

interested parties
• Including serving the agency with the 

complaint?
• The superior court considers statutory factors 

and enters an order granting or denying release



Release for Law 
Enforcement 
Purposes

• Must disclose or release recording to district 
attorney

• For review of potential criminal charges
• To comply with discovery
• For use in criminal proceedings in district 

court, or 
• For any other law enforcement purpose



Release for Law 
Enforcement Purposes

• May disclose or release for any of 
the following purposes

• For LE training purposes
• Within the agency for any 

administrative, training, or 
law enforcement purpose

• To another LEA for law 
enforcement purposes

• For suspect identification or 
apprehension

• To locate a missing or 
abducted person



Redaction/Editing
• Unless ordered by court, recording disclosed in death/serious bodily injury cases may not be 

edited or redacted.
• If the agency proposes releasing a redacted version, the original and redacted version should be 

submitted to the court for its review.

• What might you seek to redact?





What is your agency’s stance?

What limitations might you seek?

When might your agency oppose release?

When might your agency seek release?



Questions?
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